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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

TRANSPORT (SCOTLAND) BILL – WORKPLACE PARKING LEVY 

AMENDMENTS 

SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORK  

Workplace Parking Levy: Impact on Social Workers in Scotland  

The Scottish Association of Social Work (SASW) is the Scottish arm of the British 

Association of Social Workers (BASW), representing social work practitioners in all 

settings across Scotland. We welcome the opportunity to provide evidence to the 

Rural Economy and Connectivity Committee on the issue of the Workplace Parking 

Levy.  

Whilst we support the principles of the WPL in seeking to encourage “modal shift 

towards public and sustainable transporti”, the use of cars for registered social 

workers performing statutory duties is essential. Social workers need immediate 

access to their cars, hence the need to park in locations near offices and/or 

workplaces. Most work within the community, linking people from residential or 

hospital placements from their office. The job necessarily involves working with 

people and assessing their abilities to care for themselves or others in their homes 

and associated environments, often with people that otherwise do not engage with 

services due to frailty and vulnerability. In many cases this involves emergency and 

high-risk interventions.  

The following quotes are from our members across Scotland, which demonstrate the 

significance of car use across all aspects of the profession. This is irrespective of if 

the worker is based in a rural area with a wide geographical catchment or within an 

inner city, with greater access to public transport.  

“As a duty social worker working in adult protection and mental health, I am in the 

office fielding calls from Police and NHS. I may have to be on site within an hour 

getting from the city centre to a client’s homes in rural areas across a 50-mile radius 

covering 3 local authorities. This could involve visiting a person who is psychotic or 

suicidal. During that assessment I may then need to get back into the city to see a 

sheriff about removing someone to a place of safety, or accessing any available 

Justices of the Peace to get a warrant to authorise constables of Police Scotland to 

use force to enter a premises to take someone to a psychiatric hospital. Only a 

Mental Health Officer can do this, no other class of professional is able to under 

Scottish legislation.”  

“Within criminal justice we have a legislative requirement to visit sex offenders in 

their homes on a regular basis as well as undertake home visits to those convicted of 

criminal behaviour for their court reports. Given that this work is undertaken to a very 

tight timescale and involves assessing if a person is of danger to the public, more 
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than half of the time would have been spent ensuring the work met the National 

Standards and was in the courts by the deadline. This would not be achievable 

without using my car.”  

“Most of my working day involves travelling to visit people at their homes or within 

their services across the entire council area. I am not just confined to the geographic 

area that I serve. As my job is currently with people with learning and physical 

disabilities, it is not easy for those service users to come to the office, hence 

travelling to them is a requirement. I am also required to undertake adult support and 

protection duties. This is generally of an emergency nature which would be difficult if 

not impossible to carry out without a car”. 

“Having a free and accessible car parking space at work is essential because having 

a car has become vital in meeting the demands and capacities of the job. I work in a 

large local authority area but need to travel long distances in the day to visit or 

transport children to many locations which can be 40-50 miles away. I also travel to 

multiple meetings across the city to support children and families with health 

appointments, Looked After reviews, Children’s Hearings, therapies and contact with 

family members as part of statutory orders. Despite the many meetings and travel 

needs, it is essential that I have an office location to travel back to where I can park 

easily. Such a practically and emotionally demanding – and at times high risk – job, 

require a safe space to return to record statutory notes, speak to colleagues, attend 

supervision and gain essential support. I also have special secure bags which we 

need to hold private records or papers for meetings. Travelling frequently by public 

transport with these as opposed to the car would greatly increase risk of error or 

breach with this highly sensitive information.” 

“The use of my car is necessary to provide privacy, respect and personalised 

support to the children and young people I work with. My car is something each child 

becomes familiar with – it becomes their safe space to talk alone to me, to share 

without pressure or eye contact. It is their time to de-compress, or disclose 

information, after a difficult meeting with a family member. We often respond to crisis 

and emergency situations to child protection concerns at any given time. Alongside 

our health colleagues, it is essential that we have the freedom to leave and return to 

our office space without additional charge. Parity between colleagues is important in 

the difficult jobs we hold with vulnerable and at-risk children and families – not just 

for morale but consistency of practice across core statutory professions”.   

“I am a social worker in a children and families practice team who heavily relies on 

her car for work. Being charged to bring it to work and having to use public transport 

instead would have a prohibitive and negative impact on my working day and as a 

result, my clients. For example, I have a case where the mum lives in a care facility 

39 miles away. Her children live in 3 separate placements so for them to see their 

mum I have to pick them all up (takes 20 mins), drive to the care facility (50 mins to 

1hr), spend 90 mins there, drive them back (1hr 15-30) with traffic, then do drop offs 
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(another 30 mins). If I didn’t have my car the pick-ups would take over an hour by 

public transport, getting to the train station would take another 30 minutes, the train 

takes 90 minutes, we would need to get picked up on the other side by the Care 

facility transport which would be 20 minutes. Then after 90 minutes we would need 

to do the journey again. Counting it all up means that contact for these children with 

their mum would take 8 hours, which is longer than an entire working day. Not to 

mention how long and tiring this is for the 6, 8- and 11-year olds”.  

The arguments for the significance of car use in social work are also reinforced in 

academia. Professor Harry Ferguson has researched extensively on the importance 

of car use in the context of child protection practice. He argues, “At its most basic 

level, in order to safeguard children and vulnerable adults’ professionals require the 

means to reach and gain access to them in their homes and public places and the 

car is by far the most important means through which this happens. Some of the 

most profound life changes vulnerable children experience happen during ‘moves’ in 

the car, when vitally important opportunities for meaningful communication and 

therapeutic work arise.”ii 

In August 2018, Bath Spa University in collaboration with BASW and the Social 
Workers Union undertook a survey into social work working conditions and 
wellbeing. This found that high case and administrative loads and inadequate 
opportunities for workers to reflect on cases that are distressing and difficult are a 
factor contributing to almost 40% looking to leave the profession entirely in the next 
yeariii. The sheer volume of casework social workers engage in on a day to day basis 
means that public transport is not a feasible option when carrying out statutory duties 
which may involve multiple visits at multiple locations. Social work workplaces have 
been described as a “sanctuary”, where workers are able to discuss what they have 
experienced with management and colleagues and receive invaluable support and 
advice. Placing a charge on social workers to park at work, after using their cars to 
carry out essential work – much of this in emergency situations – places an added 
level of stress on workers who need access to their office space to reflect on difficult 
or even traumatizing cases. We are concerned that this could lead to even more 
social workers leaving the profession entirely.  
 

The Scottish Government has committed to more integrated health and social care 

provision. The exemption of NHS premises from the levy, in the context of 
integration, reflects disparity between health and social services. As demonstrated, 
the use of cars for social workers is essential for those carrying out statutory duties. 
In comparison, the large minority of nursing and medical staff, based at the premises 
to be exempted from paying the levy, have an explicit role to be in the community 
and connect people with other resources within that community or assess them in 
multiple places.  
 
We recommend that an amendment is lodged that places a duty on those local 
authorities who wish to implement the workplace parking levy to exempt social 
workers carrying out statutory duties in the community from paying the levy at a 
national level. Whilst we support the empowerment of local authorities to make 
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decisions based on what works best for their local context, it’s clear that the use of 
cars for workers across the country is a prerequisite to the job at a national level.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

i https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Rural/REC_WPL_amendment.pdf 

 
ii https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02650531003741553?journalCode=cjsw20 

iii 
https://www.basw.co.uk/system/files/resources/Working%20Conditions%20%20Stress%20%282018%29%20p
df.pdf 
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